
-Alan Cochran 

Children depend on their parents for everything.  They trust that all their 
needs will be met by their parents who love and care for them.  God wants 
to have the same kind of relationship with us with a child like faith.  We 
trust that God will provide for us and help us be healthy and well. 



To her baby and piercing sad eyes / I surrender- my spiritual    
self, now / Awakening youthful tenderness. 
Balancing, pain, trauma, grief, and stigma / Gracefully with       
energies male and female / Centering the peaceful inner child 
On the path to recovery and wholeness / Grateful with attention 
to intention / Delight in the miracle of life-harmony! 

-Ariosto Coelho  



In Native American culture, a humming bird symbolizes timeless joy and the nectar of 
life.  It’s a symbol for accomplishing that which seems impossible and will teach your 
how to find the miracle of joyful living from your own life circumstances.  Susan Blake, 
who created the original painting, triumphed over the impossible     because of her      
indomitable human spirit, and for faith in God. 

-Georgeanna Love  



Music is part of my soul.  It raises me up from the depths of 
despair.  It let’s me cry out when no one is there.  Giving me 
the strength to sing out even though I’am alone, or   felling 
the touch of loved ones who have already passed on. 

-Kathlen Mackin 



When struggling with feelings of hopelessness from trauma and 
depression I consulted a priest for prayer.  This was to “clear the 
darkness”, however he said “no—you must realize that the spirit 
of the divine mercy is everywhere, including in your darkness”. 

-Matt Crawford  



The rain comes and washes the Earth, giving the plants 
much needed nourishment.  It is the symbolism of the 
rebirth of the world. 

-Thomas M.  
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